
Lenght (inc. pullpit) 24,10 m

Beam 5,76 m

Draft 1.70 m

Displacement 59 tons

Hull color white

Engines Caterpillar C32 Acert

Number of engines 2

Power 2 x 1622 л.с.

Fuel capacity 5680 л

Fresh water capacity 1386 л

Maximum speed 31 узел

Cabins 4+1

Berths 8+2

EXTERIOR VIEW

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
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EXTRAS

●Princess 78MY Motor Cruiser moulded in glass fibre and fitted with Caterpillar C32 Acert (2x1622  h.p.) 
diesel engines   
●Walnut interior wood matt finished
●Teak laid side decks
●Teak laid Flybridge
●Bow and stern thrusters
●Bar in cockpit with sink and fridge
●Foldable teak table in cockpit
●Hi-Lo swimming platform in teak
●Teak on sidewalks
●Teak on bow deck
●OPACMARE crane on aft flybridge
●SAT TV antenna + empty dome on fly
●Chase lounge on aft fly (x 2)
●Foldable table on fly
●Big locker under sunbathing area on fly
●Wet-bar with sink, ice-maker and LeMax barbecue on fly
●Hydraulic bimini top on fly
●Chain counter on both helms
●Sunbathing cushions on fly
●Lounge sofa on bow deck
●MIELE fridge with separate freezer in galley
●MIELE microwave
●2-burner ceramic hob MIELE in galley
●Glasses bar in salon
●Additional fridge in salon
●Salon sofas in cream-colorer fabrics
●55” SAMSUNG TV in salon
●42” SAMSUNG TV + BOSE DVD center in master cabin
●22” SAMSUNG TV + DVD player in stbd guest cabin
●22” SAMSUNG TV + DVD player in VIP cabin
●FURUNO Open Array radar
●2 x FURUNO NavNet 3D displays
●Raymarine Autopilot, TriData, VHF SIMRAD on both helms
●All vessel systems control display on main helm
●2 x safes in master cabin
●Head in natural marble finishing
●Washer / dryer BOSCH unit in lower deck corridor
●Additional washer / dryer BOSCH unit in crew mess
●Watermaker
●ZODIAC tender YL 380 Deluxe (with 4-stroke YAMAHA 40 hp engine)
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